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Abstract

This paper presents wireless video streaming techniques that exploit the characteristics of video content, transmission

history, and physical layer channels to enable real-time efficient video streaming over wireless networks to a wireless client.

The key contribution of the proposed video streaming techniques is the use of rate-distortion based, but simplified, low

complexity packet scheduling as well as forward error correction (FEC) rate selection. To this end, we develop an

optimization framework that jointly schedules the packets and selects the FEC rates. The rate-distortion optimized packet

scheduling and FEC rate selection provides the optimum quality video on the receiver side albeit at a high computational

cost. By some intelligent approximations, rate distortion optimized packet scheduling and FEC rate selection technique is

transformed into two sub-optimal but low complexity video streaming techniques that can provide high video quality. We

perform extensive simulations to understand the performance of our proposed techniques under different scenarios.

Results show that, the proposed techniques improve video quality on the average by 4 dB. We conclude that significant

benefits to end-user experience can be obtained by using such video streaming methods.

r 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Channel coding; Error correction; Multimedia streaming; Packet scheduling; Rate-distortion optimization; Video coding;

Wireless networks
1. Introduction

Advances in digital video coding systems such as
H.264/AVC and MPEG-4 [10,17] coupled with the
evolution of new standards with wireless network-
ing are driving considerable research into high
quality real-time wireless video streaming techni-
ques. The fact that real-time video streaming
techniques in many wireless networks are limited
e front matter r 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved
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only to wireless channel adaptation show the extent
of difficulties and challenges that real-time video
streaming still poses.

There are several impediments facing high quality
real-time video streaming over wireless networks.
Firstly, video data are vulnerable to channel errors
due to dependency among video frames, because an
error occurring in a frame may propagate to the
subsequent frames and cause significant distortion.
Secondly, real-time video streaming is sensitive to
video packet delays since a portion of the video
stream received after its deadline cannot be com-
bined with the previously received portion, hence
becomes obsolete and results in distortion in the
.
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video. Thirdly, limited capacity, time varying, and
noisy nature of wireless channels make successful
transmissions unpredictable. Unlike wire-line chan-
nels, wireless channels experience random packet
losses due to fading, shadowing, and interference.
The causes of random losses may change in time due
to the mobility of the user, number of users in the
area, etc. Thus, transmission and error correction
techniques should be adaptive to the changes in the
channel.

In this paper, we present a cross-layer protocol
for wireless video streaming in order to address the
above challenges. The protocol has two main parts
working jointly; a packet scheduler, and forward
error correction (FEC). The packet scheduler and
FEC collectively constitute a video streaming
technique which decides on the transmission of
video packets and their FEC rates for protection
against channel noise by taking into account the
packet deadlines, dependencies, past history of the
transmissions and the quality of the wireless
channel. In particular, we propose video streaming
techniques that perform scheduling and FEC based
on the optimal video quality improvement. Rate-
distortion (R-D) optimized packet scheduling and
FEC is a video streaming technique which mini-
mizes the end-to-end distortion subject to the total
rate function and it is an extended version of the
R-D optimized packet scheduling technique of
Chou et al. [4]. In R-D optimized packet scheduling
and FEC technique, both distortion and rate
functions depend on packet scheduling and FEC
rate selection, and automatic repeat request (ARQ)
mechanism to provide robust and effective video
streaming. Hence, the technique optimizes the R-D
function based on a hybrid FEC/ARQ error control
scheme. A similar approach using hybrid FEC/
ARQ is proposed in [3], where R-D optimized
incremental error correction and packet scheduling
method is used. Incremental error correction has
two drawbacks. Computational complexity in-
creases when the number of dependent packets
increases due to usage of incremental packets, and
overhead increases since each incremental packet
introduces packet overhead. R-D optimized packet
scheduling and FEC eliminates these drawbacks.

There is a plethora of work on the hybrid use of
FEC/ARQ in wireless video streaming. The first
group of FEC/ARQ techniques; [23,14,21] deter-
mine FEC rates by taking into account the proper-
ties of different video layers, and employs hybrid-I
or hybrid-II ARQ schemes as proposed in [16,15].
A similar FEC/ARQ technique is proposed in [13],
where packet length is adjusted dynamically by
using the information about the channel conditions.
The second group of FEC/ARQ selection techni-
ques in [6,19] use stop-and-wait ARQ, and FEC
rates are selected from an FEC lookup table.

In addition to the hybrid FEC/ARQ schemes,
individual FEC, ARQ, and packet scheduling
methods are also proposed in the literature. In
general, FEC techniques use layer information of
data as in [15,2]. The other approaches for error
correction are to select FEC rates in a R-D
optimized manner as in [5,29]. In [18], ARQ is
performed optimally considering the priority and
time constraint of the video packets, while only
perceptual and temporal importance is used for
ARQ in [1]. Packet scheduling is proposed
without ARQ in [26,12,11]. Packet scheduling
with ARQ is proposed in a R-D optimized manner
in [4].

R-D optimized packet scheduling and FEC
technique is computationally intensive, so it appears
unsuitable for real-time video streaming. Therefore,
we design low complexity video streaming techni-
ques called R-D based packet scheduling and FEC
techniques that take into account R-D optimiza-
tion. By using intelligent approximations and
relaxations to the original problem, R-D based
techniques provide performances comparable to
the computationally intensive R-D optimized
technique.

The first R-D based technique named as joint
packet scheduling and FEC simplifies the computa-
tion of R-D optimized packet scheduling and FEC
by separating the end-to-end distortion function
into a set of individual packet distortion functions
arising from packet transmission and FEC rate
selection policy. This separation reduces computa-
tional complexity by ignoring the dependency
among the possible solutions, but improves video
quality significantly by taking into account depen-
dencies among video packets. Therefore, consecu-
tive optimization of individual packet distortions
results an approximate solution to the R-D optimi-
zation. Type-I hybrid ARQ scheme is also employed
by this technique to improve its robustness. A
similar work to R-D based packet scheduling and
FEC is proposed in [22] where distortion optimized
packet scheduling is reduced to simpler terms to
decrease the computational complexity, but no
error correction mechanism is employed in the
optimization.
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The second R-D based technique named as
packet scheduling with tabulated FEC separates
the packet scheduling and FEC rate selection to
further reduce the computational complexity. Pack-
et scheduling is performed by minimizing the
individual packet distortions, while FEC rate is
selected from a table which maps the channel
condition into a suitable FEC, and is created by
long-term simulation results of the R-D optimized
packet scheduling and FEC technique.

In summary, the major contributions of this
paper are the formulation of R-D optimized packet
scheduling and FEC technique for the optimal video
quality improvement, and the derivation of low
complexity R-D based packet scheduling and FEC
techniques, namely; joint packet scheduling and
FEC, and packet scheduling with tabulated FEC for
real-time, efficient video transmission.

The paper is organized as follows. The next
section defines the preliminaries about video encod-
ing, streaming, and wireless communication. Sec-
tion 3 presents details of R-D optimized packet
scheduling and FEC technique while Section 4
proposes R-D based real-time packet scheduling
and FEC video streaming techniques. In Section 5,
we show the simulation results, and the last section
concludes the paper.

2. Preliminaries

In this work, we consider the wireless last hop of
a video streaming system, where a gateway trans-
mits video packets to clients over a wireless channel
as depicted in Fig. 1. At the video server, H.264/
AVC encoding is employed for video compression
and packetization due to its high compression
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efficiency and its suitability for the current video
streaming services [10,25]. Considering the trade-off
between the video quality and the compression rate,
H.264/AVC encoding improves compression effi-
ciency by removing the spatial and temporal
redundancy in video frames using intra- and inter-
coding schemes. However, these coding schemes
introduce dependency in the encoded video packets.
The dependency structure of IPPP. . . encoded video
sequence is shown in Fig. 2 where I frames are called
the intra-coded and P frames are called the inter-
coded frames. All P frames in the IPPP. . . structure
depend on the I frame, while each P frame also
depends on the P frames that appear prior to itself.
Thus, an error occurring in a frame may propagate
to the end of the IPPP... structure, and cause
significant quality degradation in the video.

During video coding, H.264 encoder divides video
frames into smaller units called slices. Slices are the
smallest decodable units at the client side, and their
size is determined by the video streaming applica-
tion. A frame may consist of one or more slices
depending on the information it contains and its
encoding type, intra- or inter-coding as shown in
Fig. 2. The motion and texture information of a
frame is distributed to all slices in general, so a
frame can be decoded even when only a few
corresponding slices are received correctly. Clearly,
the quality of the frame is increased with the
increasing number of successfully received slices.
Note that, the decodability of a P frame depends on
the successful reception of its slices as well as the
slices of all previous frames (see Fig. 2). Due to the
time varying nature of wireless channels, it is usually
preferred to have short size packet transmissions to
avoid the variation of the channel during a packet’s
 packets
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Fig. 2. Dependency structure of IPPP. . . encoded video.
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transmission. Therefore, we employ slices as video
packets in our video streaming applications, and
determine their sizes according to the channel
coherence time.

A video packet with frame number f and slice
number n is assigned a specifier ff ; ng, and has a size
Bf ;n bytes, a decoding deadline tDTSf ;n

seconds,
packet importance DDf ;n, and frame importance
DDf . tDTSf ;n

is the delivery deadline by which the
packet ff ; ng must arrive at the client, or becomes
obsolete. The frame importance DDf is the amount
of the decrease in the distortion if the frame is
received and decoded successfully [27]. The packet
importance DDf ;n is the relative contribution of the
successfully delivered packet to the quality of the
frame it belongs to.

The wireless channel considered as a flat Rayleigh
fading channel modeled by a finite-state Markov
chain (MC), where the fading is approximated as a
discrete time Markov process with time discretized
typically to the channel coherence time [7]. The set
of all possible fading gains (equivalently, SNR or
bit-error-rate (BER) levels) is modeled as the states
of the MC, and the channel variations are modeled
as the transitions between these states that occur at
each interval with certain probabilities.

A packet transmitted with FEC rate1 Z at state s is
corrupted in the forward channel with error
probability:

�F ðs; ZÞ ¼ 1�
XdBf ;nðZ�1Þ=2e

k¼0

Bf ;nZ

k

 !
ðdðsÞÞk

� ð1� dðsÞÞðBf ;nZ�kÞ, ð1Þ

where dðsÞ is the symbol error rate of the channel at
state s. The duration between the packet transmis-
sion time, t, and packet reception time is called
forward-trip time (FTT), and it is statistically
characterized with the probability density function,
1We employ Reed Solomon ðn; kÞ codes for FEC, where n and

k show the number of symbols in the packet after and before the

encoding, respectively. Reed Solomon codes are well suited to the

applications over wireless fading channels due to their high

error correction capability (these codes can correct at most

t ¼ bðn� kÞ=2c errors [24]) and their usefulness for applications

in which errors occur in bursts [8].
pF. A received packet may not be decoded by
time tþ t either because it is late or corrupted.
We can compute the probability of this event
as, PfFTT04tg ¼

R1
t pFðtÞdtþ ð1�

R1
t pFðtÞdtÞ�F

ðs; ZÞ.
In our system, the wireless client notifies the

gateway when a packet is received correctly and
before its deadline. When ACK packet is trans-
mitted to the gateway over a backward channel
which is at channel state s0 and has data rate Z0, it is
exposed to random delay and corruption with pB

and �Bðs0; Z0Þ, respectively. The probability of losing
a packet due to corruption on the forward or
backward channels is given by the probability
�Rðs; s0; Z; Z0Þ ¼ 1� ð1� �Fðs; ZÞÞð1� �Bðs0; Z0ÞÞ. Con-
sidering the two way packet loss probabilities due to
corruption and delays, we let PfRTT04tg ¼R1
t pRðtÞdtþ ð1�

R1
t pRðtÞdtÞ�Rðs; s0; Z; Z0Þ denote

the probability that the gateway does not receive
an ACK packet by time tþ t.

3. R-D optimized packet scheduling and FEC

In this section, we develop an R-D optimized
packet scheduling and FEC technique by extending
the framework proposed by Chou et al. in [4]. The
proposed technique in this paper determines the
optimal transmission policy in terms of packet
selection and the associated FEC rates for the
current and next transmission opportunities. Ex-
tending the transmission policy to include more
than two opportunities complicates the optimiza-
tion problem significantly, and it becomes intract-
able to formulate and minimize the distortion
function.

Suppose that there are L ¼
PF

f¼1Nf candidate
packets for transmission in the transmit buffer of
the gateway, where F is the number of frames and
Nf is the number of packets in frame f. Let cnðtÞ and
cnðt
0Þ denote the FEC rate used for transmitting

packet n at the current transmission time t, and at
the next possible transmission time t0, respectively.
For each packet ff ; ng in the transmit buffer, we
define a rate vector pf ;nðtÞ :¼ ½cnðtÞ; cnðt

0Þ�. Let cnðtÞ

and cnðt
0Þ take values from a predefined

FEC rate set C ¼ fZ0; Z1; . . . ; ZMg,where cnðtÞ ¼ Z0
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represents the case when the packet n is not
transmitted at time t. We define the aggregate rate
vector, pðtÞ, as a vector of rate vectors;
pðtÞ:¼fpf ;nðtÞ : 1ofoF ^ 1onoNf g.

Let DðpðtÞÞ be the aggregate distortion observed
with total rate vector pðtÞ for all packets. Distortion
occurs due to the loss or delay of the packets in the
wireless channel. Increasing the FEC rate reduces
the number of lost packets, but increases the cost of
the transmission and the delay of the packets. The
rate vector pðtÞ is associated with a cost RðpðtÞÞ. We
obtain the optimal solution by minimizing the
following function:

JðpðtÞ; lÞ ¼ DðpðtÞÞ þ lRðpðtÞÞ. (2)

In accordance with the discussion in [4], we define
the distortion function under the rate vector pðtÞ as
the difference between the maximum distortion,
D0ðtÞ, when none of the packets are received
correctly or within their deadlines, and the total
improvement provided by those packets delivered
correctly with rate vector pðtÞ. Formally, the
distortion is

DðpðtÞÞ ¼ D0ðtÞ �
XF

f¼1

DDf

�
Yf

i¼1

� 1�

PNi
n¼1DDi;n�ðpi;nðtÞÞPNi

n¼1DDi;n

 !
, ð3Þ

where �ðpi;nðtÞÞ is the failure probability of packet n

of frame i due to channel errors and delay under the
rate vector pi;nðtÞ. A frame f is said to be successfully
decoded if it is received correctly and on-time, and
all frames in the video sequence that f depends on
are successfully decoded. However, a frame may
also be decoded with a lower quality even if some of
its packets are missing. Considering that the quality
of a decoded frame increases with the number of its
correctly received packets, we calculate the normal-
ized improvement function of a frame i as 1�PNi

n¼1DDi;n�ðpi;nðtÞÞ=
PNi

n¼1DDi;n which is a weighted
sum of the packet failure probabilities. The product
of these terms expresses the normalized improve-
ment function for frame f, because the quality of a
decoded frame also depends on the quality of the
previously decoded frames.

The failure probability, �ðpi;nðtÞÞ, of packet n of
frame i is calculated considering the loss probability
of the past and the future transmissions of the
packet. In case ff ; ng is transmitted at time t with a
rate cnðtÞ, but not transmitted at the next opportu-
nity t0, i.e., cnðt
0Þ ¼ Z0, the failure probability of this

packet is given by

�ðpi;nðtÞÞ ¼
Y

jpanðtÞ; cnðtj ÞaZ0

PfFTT04tDTSi;n

� tjjRTT04t� tjg, ð4Þ

where anðtÞ is the number of previous transmissions
of ff ; ng until time t. The probability term in (4)
represents the probability that the packet is failed in
the jth transmission at tj, either because FTT of the
packet exceeded the deadline or the packet was
corrupted given that no ACK packet is received
corresponding to this transmission. The product of
the failure probabilities of the present and the
previous transmissions give us the overall packet
failure probability.

In a similar fashion, we consider the case when
packet ff ; ng is transmitted at time t with rate cnðtÞ,
and it is also transmitted at the next transmission
opportunity, t0, i.e. cnðt

0ÞaZ0. Then �ðpi;nðtÞÞ is
defined as follows:

�ðpi;nðtÞÞ ¼
Y

jpanðtÞ; cnðtj ÞaZ0

PfFTT04tDTSi;n � t0g

� PfFTT04tDTSi;n � tjjRTT04t� tjg.

ð5Þ

In this case, we say that the transmission of packet
ff ; ng fails when none of the transmissions until the
current time t is successfully delivered given that no
ACK is received by the packet deadline, and also
the transmission of the same packet at time t0 fails.

Having defined all the quantities necessary to
calculate the distortion function given in (3), we
now formulate the total transmission cost function
RðpðtÞÞ. RðpðtÞÞ is the sum of the estimated size of all
the packets transmitted previously or that will be
transmitted in the current and the next transmission
opportunities:

RðpðtÞÞ ¼
XF

i¼1

XNi

n¼1

Bi;nrðpi;nðtÞÞ, (6)

where rðpi;nðtÞÞ is the expected code rate for the
packet fi; ng. rðpi;nðtÞÞ is defined as the sum of the
code rate of the current transmission, and the code
rate of the next transmission given that no ACK
packet is received until time t0 corresponding to the
previous transmissions of the same packet, i.e.,
rðpi;nðtÞÞ ¼ 1=cnðtÞ þ ð1=cnðt

0ÞÞð1� PACK;nðtÞÞ.
PACK;nðtÞ is the probability of successfully receiving
an ACK packet corresponding to any previous
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transmissions occurring by time t before the next
transmission instant t0, and is given by

PACK;nðtÞ ¼ 1�
Y

jpanðtÞ;cnðtj ÞaZ0

PfRTT04t0 � tjjRTT0

4t� tjg. ð7Þ

The minimization of JðpðtÞÞ ¼ DðpðtÞÞ þ lRðpðtÞÞ in
order to find the optimal rate vector pðtÞ and l is
computationally difficult due to the inter-depen-
dency between the individual rate vectors, pf ;nðtÞ. In
order to simplify the optimization procedure, we
employ a dynamic programming solution, iterative
sensitivity adjustment (ISA) algorithm, in a similar
fashion as in [4] to determine both pðtÞ and l. ISA
algorithm minimizes the objective function
Jðp1;1ðtÞ; . . . ;pf ;nðtÞ; . . . ; pF ;NF

ðtÞÞ iteratively, so in
each step, only one variable, pf ;nðtÞ is minimized
while the others are kept constant, i.e., single packet
optimizations are performed iteratively. It is shown
that the optimal rate vector at iteration p is given as

pðpÞf ;nðtÞ ¼ arg min
pf ;nðtÞ

S
p
f ;n�ðpf ;nðtÞÞ þ lBf ;nrðpf ;nðtÞÞ,

(8)

where S
p
f ;n ¼

PF
f 0¼f DDf 0

Qf 0

i¼1;iaf ð1� ð
PNi

n¼1DDi;n

�ðpi;nðtÞÞÞ=ð
PNi

n¼1DDi;nÞÞ is the sensitivity of the

decoder to the loss of the packet ff ; ng. The
iterations of ISA algorithm end, when JðpðtÞÞ

converges to the same value in consecutive itera-
tions. Therefore, the order of the complexity of the
R-D optimized packet scheduling and FEC employ-
ing the ISA algorithm depends on the computa-
tional complexity of the single packet optimization
and the number of iterations.The order of complex-
ity of single packet optimization in (8) is determined
by the number of policies in the current and next
transmission instants. If we model the transmission
by Markov process as in Fig. 3, it is seen that the
number of policies is on the order of M2 where M is
the number of possible FEC rates. The complexity
of the entire optimization is given by OðUM2Þ where
U is the number of iterations that depends on the
second order of the number of optimized packets
[20]. Therefore, the order of complexity increases
with the second order of both number of packets
and FEC rates, and thus this technique is not
suitable for real-time applications. In the next
section, we propose low complexity, R-D based
packet scheduling and FEC techniques that are
suitable for real-time applications.
4. R-D based real-time packet scheduling and FEC

R-D optimized packet scheduling and FEC
technique optimizes the packet and FEC rate
selection with the aim of providing optimum quality
at the receiver side video. However, high computa-
tional complexity of this technique makes it
unsuitable for real-time video streaming applica-
tions. Hence, in the following, we propose lower
complexity R-D based video streaming techniques:
joint packet scheduling and FEC, and packet
scheduling with tabulated FEC for real time video
streaming.
4.1. Joint packet scheduling and FEC

In R-D based joint packet scheduling and FEC
technique, we approximate the minimization
of the aggregate distortion function in (3) consider-
ing separate individual minimizations of frame
distortion functions; Df ;kðtÞ. As such, Df ;kðtÞ quan-
tifies the distortion associated with frame f when
rate vector pf ;kðtÞ ¼ ½ckðtÞ; ckðt

0Þ� is used for trans-
mission of packet ff ; kg as well as considering the
dependency structure in the video sequence, and
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defined as

Df ;kðtÞ ¼ DDf � DDf

� 1�
DDf ;k�ðpf ;kðtÞÞ þ

PNf

n¼1;nakDDf ;n�ðpf ;nðtÞÞPNf
n¼1DDf ;n

0
@

1
A

�
Yf�1
i¼1

1�

PNi
n¼1DDi;n�ðpi;nðtÞÞPNi

n¼1DDi;n

 !
. ð9Þ

Note that the minimization of Df ;kðtÞ with respect to
the rate vector gives us whether a particular packet
is transmitted or not, and if transmitted the
associated FEC rate. Once the optimal Df ;kðtÞ is
determined for 8f ; k, we select the packet ff ; kg,
hence cf ;kðtÞ, for which Df ;kðtÞ is the minimum.

Now assume that we also simplify the rate vector,
and only consider the transmission of a packet in
the current transmission opportunity. Then, the
distortion function of each packet k in each frame f,
Df ;kðtÞ, can be decoupled from other packets, since
there can be only one packet transmission per each
transmission opportunity. Therefore, for each pack-
et ff ; kg, we can calculate Df ;kðtÞ such that
pi;nðtÞ ¼ Z0;8ðiaf ; nakÞ. The probability of failure
of a packet with pi;nðtÞ ¼ Z0 only depends on the
past transmissions, and thus, appears as a constant
in the minimization of Df ;kðtÞ. Therefore, we denote
the packet failure probability as �i;n:¼�ðpi;nðtÞÞ where
�i;n is determined by considering the packet trans-
mission history as follows:
�
 If a packet is transmitted at time tj , but its mean
round-trip time is not passed yet;
�i;n ¼ PfFTT04tDTSi;n � tjg.

�
 If a packet is not transmitted yet, or transmitted,

but no ACK is associated with it, or its deadline
is passed; �i;n ¼ 1.

�
 If a packet is transmitted, and the corresponding

ACK packet is received, �i;n ¼ 0.
Considering the above classification, the frame
distortion function is simplified to be a linear
function of �ðpf ;kðtÞÞ:

Df ;kðtÞ ¼ DDf ðxþ kDD0f ;k�ðpf ;kðtÞÞÞ, (10)

where

k ¼
Yf�1
i¼1

1�
XNi

n¼1

DDi;n�i;n

XNi

n¼1

DDi;n

, !
, ð11Þ
DD0f ;k ¼ DDf ;k

XNf

n¼1

DDf ;n;

,
ð12Þ

x ¼ 1� kþ k
XNf

n¼1;nak

DDf ;n�f ;n

XNf

n¼1

DDf ;n

,0
@

1
A.

ð13Þ

The packet failure probability �ðpf ;kðtÞÞ is calcu-
lated by (4), since we ignore the next transmission.
Furthermore, the joint packet scheduling and FEC
technique only considers those packets as eligible
for transmission if they are not transmitted pre-
viously, or if they are transmitted, but ACK packet
is not received within a mean round-trip time. With
these assumptions, the condition on round-trip
times in (4) becomes irrelevant. Thus, frame
distortion function, (10) is reduced to

Df ;kðtÞ ¼ DDf ðxþ kDD0f ;kPfFTT04tDTSf ;k
� tgÞ.

(14)

The goal of the joint packet scheduling and FEC
technique is to minimize the frame distortion
function subject to a transmission cost for
8ff ; kg. The transmission cost function, Rf ;kðtÞ is
defined as the amount of data bytes necessary
to transmit a packet ff ; kg with the selected FEC
rate:

Rf ;kðtÞ ¼ Bf ;kð1=ckðtÞÞ. (15)

Notice that the algorithm solves the optimization;
c�kðtÞ ¼ arg minckðtÞ

fDf ;kðtÞ þ lRf ;kðtÞ for 8f ; kg. The
proposed technique is summarized in Table 1. The
order of complexity of this algorithm is OðL0MÞ,
where L0 is the number of eligible packets for
transmission, and M is the norm of the FEC rate
set. Recalling that eligible packets are packets that
are not transmitted before, or those packets that are
transmitted but no ACK is received within a
round trip time (RTT). In the worst case, L0 will
be equal to L. Order of complexity of this
technique is thus given by OðLMÞ. We can
conclude that the joint packet scheduling
and FEC technique is a low complexity technique
with its complexity depending on first order of the
number of FEC rates and eligible packets. In the
following, we propose another R-D based streaming
technique with even lower complexity by separating
the packet scheduling and the FEC rate selection
decisions.
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Table 1

Packet and FEC rate selection algorithm of R-D based joint

packet scheduling and FEC

1. For each packet ff ; kg
2. Optimize c�kðtÞ ¼ arg minck ðtÞ

fDf ;kðtÞ þ lRf ;kðtÞg, Eq. (14),

(15)

3. Label the packets that are not transmitted before, or

transmitted at least a round-trip time ago

4. Order eligible packets in an ascending order according to

fDf ;kðtÞ þ l�Rf ;kðtÞg

5. Choose the first packet ff �; k�g in the order, and transmit it

with FEC rate c�kðtÞ

6.In the gateway, discard the packets if they are ACKed or their

deadlines are missed

7. Wait for the next transmission opportunity

Table 2

Packet and FEC rate selection algorithm of R-D based packet

scheduling with tabulated FEC

1. For each packet ff ; kg
2. Label the packets that are not transmitted before, or

transmitted at least a mean round-trip time ago

3. Order eligible packets in an ascending order according to

Df ;kðtÞ, Eq. (17)

4. Choose the first packet ff �; k�g
5. Read FEC rate table

6. If there is an FEC rate entry corresponding to the current

channel state, pick that FEC rate

7. Else run R-D optimized algorithm, determine FEC rate,

update the table

8. Transmit the selected packet with the determined FEC rate

9. In the gateway, discard the packets if they are ACKed or their

deadlines are missed

10. Wait for the next transmission opportunity
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4.2. Packet scheduling with tabulated FEC

R-D based packet scheduling with tabulated FEC
is another efficient video streaming technique in
which the packet scheduling and FEC rate selection
decisions are separated. In this technique, the same
procedure of R-D based joint packet and FEC is
used for the packet scheduling, while the FEC rate is
selected from an FEC rate table which consists of
FEC rate—channel state mappings.

Let us consider the frame distortion function
Df ;kðtÞ, and the rate function Rf ;kðtÞ as defined in
(14) and (15), respectively. The frame distortion
function is re-written by considering the definition
of PfFTT04tDTSf ;k

� tg:

Df ;kðtÞ ¼ DDf xþ kDD0f ;k

Z 1
tDTSf ;k

�t

pFðtÞdt

  

þ 1�

Z 1
tDTSf ;k

�t

pFðtÞdt

 !
�Fðs; rÞ

!!
.

ð16Þ

In this technique, we assume that a packet selected
for transmission is protected with a FEC rate
chosen from an FEC rate table. Therefore, for
packet scheduling, we assume that the selected FEC
rate protects the packet against channel errors, and
we ignore the packet corruption probability, i.e.,
�Fðs; rÞ ¼ 0. With this assumption, the frame distor-
tion function is given as

Df ;kðtÞ ¼ DDf xþ kDD0f ;k

Z 1
tDTSf ;k

�t

pFðtÞdt

 !
.

(17)

The rate function given in (15) is also reduced to
Rf ;kðtÞ ¼ Bf ;k, since we do not incorporate the FEC
rate selection in the packet scheduling. Further-
more, we also ignore the minimization of the rate
function, since the video packet sizes are the same
on the average. As a result, we minimize the frame
distortion function in (17) for 8 ff ; kg and select the
packet with the minimum Df ;kðtÞ for transmission.

In order to construct the FEC rate table, the long-
term simulations of R-D optimized packet schedul-
ing and FEC technique is performed for different
video sequences, channel noise levels, and delay
sensitivities. It is observed that the most important
parameter for FEC rate selection is the channel
state. We also observe that the deviation of FEC
rate—channel state mappings is negligible. Taking
into account these observations, we propose the
following FEC table construction procedure: after a
packet is selected by minimizing the frame distor-
tion function, the FEC rate table is checked whether
it contains an FEC rate corresponding to the
current channel state. If there is an entry in the
table, it is used for FEC coding, otherwise R-D
optimized packet scheduling and FEC technique is
employed for both the packet and FEC rate
selection. Then, the selected FEC rate is used to
update the FEC rate table.

We summarize the packet and FEC rate selection
algorithm of the packet scheduling with tabulated
FEC technique in Table 2. The algorithm calculates
the frame distortion function Df ;kðtÞ for all eligible
packets, chooses a packet having the minimum
frame distortion function, and determines the FEC
rate from the FEC rate table. Therefore, the order
of complexity of this algorithm is given by the
number of packets as OðLÞ. This order of complexity
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is extremely low, and thus this technique is suitable
for real-time video streaming services.

5. Performance analysis

In this section, we present and evaluate the video
quality performance of R-D optimized and R-D
based packet scheduling and FEC techniques in our
system as explained in Section 2 by simulations.

We employ QCIF size video sequences; Foreman,
Carphone, and Mother & Daughter in the simula-
tions. These video sequences are encoded, decoded,
and their video peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR)
quality is assessed with JM 8.3 software of the
H.264/AVC standard [9]. Each video sequence with
data rate 70 kbps and frame rate 10 frames/s is
replicated to generate 2min video sequences.
The size of IPPP... structure is set to 10 frames
with one I frame and nine P frames. Each frame
consists of one or more video packets (slices) with a
size of 250 bytes on the average. Each video packet
selected for transmission is protected with an
FEC rate selected from the following set, Cs ¼

f0; 1; 0:98; 0:94; 0:91; 0:83; 0:71; 0:625; 0:55; 0:5; 0:33g
with 0 being the decision of not sending the packet.

When transmitted by a gateway, a video packet
experiences random delay on the forward channel
(FTT) consisting of propagation delay on the
channel, and the waiting time at the client side
before reaching the video decoder. The propagation
delay is a function of the packet size, FEC rate, and
transmission data rate which is assumed to be
100 kbps. Each packet is checked whether it is
Table 3

Steady state, state transition probabilities and BER values of Markov

States State transition Steady state 3 dB

Pi;i�1 Pi;iþ1 Pi;i BERi

s1 – 0.99 1:34� 10�2 8:76� 10�1

s2 0.38 0.61 7:33� 10�2 4:05� 10�1

s3 0.49 0.50 1:76� 10�1 1:24� 10�1

s4 0.43 0.56 2:54� 10�1 2:55� 10�2

s5 0.62 0.37 2:24� 10�1 3:36� 10�3

s6 0.67 0.32 1:48� 10�1 2:73� 10�4

s7 0.27 0.72 7:33� 10�2 1:28� 10�5

s8 0.77 0.22 2:70� 10�2 3:29� 10�7

s9 0.82 0.17 7:60� 10�3 4:07� 10�9

s10 0.12 0.87 2:20� 10�3 2:01� 10�11

s11 0.93 0.06 4:00� 10�4 2:83� 10�14

s12 0.99 – 1:00� 10�4 4:68� 10�18
received correctly and before its deadline, and is
concatenated with the packets of the same stream
until it is decoded successfully. The completion time
of the whole process is also random, so FTT is
selected according to an exponential distribution in
our work. Similarly, an ACK packet generated by
the client also experiences a random delay in the
backward channel. Hence, the RTT including the
delay both in the forward and backward channels is
modeled with the exponential distribution.

In our simulation framework, Rayleigh fading
wireless channel is modeled with a 12-state MC
model [28]. The Markov model is characterized by
the BER of each state, as well as the steady state and
state transition probabilities. The steady state and
the state transition probabilities depend on speed of
the mobile clients and not on the channel SNR. The
BER of each state used in simulations is given in
Table 3. The duration of remaining in the same state
depends on the coherence time of the channel which
in turn depends on the user speed and the channel
frequency. In our model, we assume nomadic or
pedestrian wireless clients with 3 km/h speed, and
2GHz channel frequency, which result in an
average coherence time of 21ms. This duration
ensures us that the channel remains static during a
packet transmission. In our experiments, we con-
sider different channel quality levels assigning
average SNR levels from the set f3; 5; 7; 9; 11g dB.

Figs. 4 and 5 show the PSNR performance of our
proposed techniques for various channel SNR levels
and different video sequences assuming 150ms
delay tolerance. In the figures, R-D optimized
chain channel model at different channel SNR levels

5 dB 7 dB 9dB 11 dB

BERi BERi BERi BERi

7:58� 10�1 6:72� 10�1 6:01� 10�1 5:59� 10�1

2:65� 10�1 1:67� 10�1 1:13� 10�1 8:77� 10�2

4:84� 10�2 1:64� 10�2 6:47� 10�3 3:48� 10�3

4:63� 10�3 6:16� 10�4 1:06� 10�4 3:23� 10�5

2:20� 10�4 8:00� 10�6 4:39� 10�7 6:09� 10�8

4:88� 10�6 3:25� 10�8 4:03� 10�10 2:03� 10�11

4:65� 10�8 3:65� 10�11 6:96� 10�14 1:01� 10�15

1:73� 10�10 9:42� 10�15 1:79� 10�18 6:06� 10�21

2:15� 10�13 4:34� 10�19 4:98� 10�24 3:19� 10�27

7:22� 10�17 2:33� 10�24 8:67� 10�31 9:21� 10�35

4:44� 10�21 6:64� 10�31 3:41� 10�39 6:38� 10�44

2:20� 10�26 1:26� 10�39 2:08� 10�50 4:35� 10�55
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packet scheduling and FEC, R-D based joint packet
scheduling and FEC, and R-D based packet
scheduling and tabulated FEC techniques are
represented with T1, T2, and T3, respectively. In
our simulations, the performance of our proposed
techniques is compared with dynamic FEC and
ARQ technique, which is used widely in practical
data transmission systems, and with R-D optimized
scheduling without FEC proposed in [4]. In
particular, the dynamic FEC and ARQ technique
which is represented as T4 transmits the packets in
the transmission buffer according to first-in first-out
rule and uses an error correcting codes capable of
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Fig. 4. PSNR quality of Foreman video sequence for different

SNR levels.
correcting 99% of the symbol errors. Since the
wireless channel is a time varying channel, FEC
rates are dynamically assigned according to the state
of the channel at the time of packet transmission. A
packet is not transmitted again within a mean RTT
of its transmission, but it is automatically trans-
mitted again if no ACK is received in a mean RTT.
The R-D optimized packet scheduling represented
as T5 schedules packets according to R-D optimiza-
tion, and only employs ARQ mechanism instead of
hybrid FEC/ARQ.

We note from Fig. 4 that proposed R-D
optimized and R-D based techniques in this paper
outperforms the R-D optimized packet scheduling
for all channel SNR levels. The significant quality
improvement of the proposed techniques shows the
importance of FEC usage for video streaming over
wireless channels. Even if the average channel SNR
level is high, wireless channel has some noisy states
due to fading. The proposed techniques are able to
correct errors that occur during fading with FEC,
however R-D optimized packet scheduling faces
packet losses in these states, and no packet is
transmitted successfully during fading. Therefore,
R-D optimized packet scheduling without FEC
performs poor for wireless channels. In light of this
observation, we conclude that FEC usage is
required for wireless channels, and henceforth we
will compare the proposed R-D optimized and R-D
based techniques with dynamic FEC and ARQ
technique.

Figs. 4 and 5 show that the R-D optimized and
R-D based techniques improve video quality better
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than the dynamic FEC and ARQ for all channel
SNR levels and video sequences. The reason for the
significant quality improvement of the proposed
techniques is due to the protection of the crucial
packets by considering the importance and dead-
lines of packets, the wireless channel conditions, and
the packet transmission history. However, dynamic
FEC and ARQ technique does not have such a
mechanism, and treats all the packets the same. This
causes loss of important packets, and results in
significant distortion. An example of such a case is
given in Fig. 6 at 7 dB channel with 150ms delay
tolerance for Carphone video sequence. In this
example, when the wireless channel fades, the
quality of the video reduces for all algorithms, but
the degradation in the video quality with dynamic
FEC and ARQ is much more since one or more
crucial packets are lost due to fading, while they are
protected by R-D optimized and R-D based
techniques. Note that, the proposed techniques
may also fail to transmit all of the video packets
due to the limited channel data rate and the
increasing packet sizes during channel fades, but
these failed packets are chosen from less important
packets that degrade the video quality much less
than the other packets. Therefore, R-D optimized
and R-D based techniques encounter quality
degradation that is much lesser than that of the
dynamic FEC and ARQ technique as it can
beperceptually observed in Fig. 6.

As seen in Figs. 4 and 5, the video quality of the
proposed techniques compared to the dynamic FEC
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Fig. 6. PSNR variation with frame number and correspond
and ARQ increases as the channels SNR increases.
For example, the PSNR improvement is around
1 dB in a 3 dB channel, while it increases up to 5 dB
in a 11 dB channel. This is because, the transmission
opportunities are very rare in 3 dB channel due to
harsh channel conditions. R-D optimized and R-D
based techniques always try to send the most
important packet with the best FEC rate, but
cannot achieve this in a 3 dB channel, because most
of the important packets are discarded, since the
deadlines of these packets pass before a transmis-
sion opportunity occurs. However, when channel
SNR levels approach to the common values, the
packet protection of R-D optimized and R-D based
techniques improves and thus the PSNR improve-
ment increases.

Furthermore, the PSNR improvement of R-D
optimized and R-D based techniques over dynamic
FEC and ARQ is higher for the video sequence
Mother & Daughter as it is seen in Fig. 7 for 150ms
delay tolerance in a 5 dB channel. The reason of this
better performance is due to dependency structure
of the different video sequences. The dependency
structure depends on the rate of the change of the
video scenes in the video sequences. The rate of
change is higher in Foreman and Carphone than
Mother & Daughter. In slowly changing videos, P
frames contain small amount of data (for example
one packet size) due to its similarity to their
previous frames, while P frames are generally
composed of more than one packet. As mentioned,
a frame may be decoded although a few of its
70 T3

T1

T4

T2

ing encoded frames of the Carphone video sequence.
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packets are received correctly. However, if a frame
is composed of one packet, that packet should be
received correctly in order to be able to decode its
frame. Therefore, we can say that the number of
important packets is higher in Mother & Daughter,
and the higher quality improvement of the proposed
techniques is expected since these techniques favor
the dependency and importance of the packets.

Finally, if the PSNR improvement of the R-D
optimized and the R-D based techniques are
compared, it is seen that the R-D optimized
technique exceeds the R-D based techniques by
approximately 1 dB. The reason of this difference is
that the R-D based techniques are approximations
of the R-D optimized technique, and hence they do
not include some of the solutions of the optimal
solution set. However, 1 dB is an acceptable PSNR
difference when we consider their significant quality
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respect to video sequences.
improvement which is 4 dB on the average, and low
computational complexity. Therefore, R-D based
techniques approximate well to the R-D optimized
technique, and they are rather good solutions to the
practical video streaming applications.

Fig. 8 depicts the PSNR improvement of the R-D
optimized and R-D based techniques as well as
dynamic FEC and ARQ in a 5 dB channel for
different delay tolerances and video sequences. The
quality improvement of the proposed technique
over dynamic FEC and ARQ is not significant;
almost negligible for Mother & Daughter video
sequence, when delay tolerance is 50ms. If we
consider the average packet size, FEC rate, and
channel data rate in a 5 dB channel, it is seen that
transmission time of a packet is comparable with
the delay tolerance at low delay tolerances. There-
fore, (re)transmissions of some packets become
impossible, and most of the important packets
cannot be delivered to the client successfully, and
distortion increases. The effect of loosing important
packets is more severe for Mother & Daughter video
sequence, because most of its packets are important
packets. However, the quality improvement in-
creases when delay tolerance is set to more reason-
able values. Moreover, the proposed techniques
achieve almost the highest quality improvement
when delay tolerance increases although the channel
SNR level is 5 dB, which is a noisy channel.

The simulation results for different channel SNR
levels, video sequences, and delay tolerances show
the effectiveness of the proposed R-D optimized
and R-D based techniques for video streaming over
dynamic FEC and ARQ technique. Furthermore,
the computational complexities are given as
OðUM2Þ, OðLMÞ, and OðLÞ for R-D optimized
packet scheduling and FEC, R-D based joint packet
scheduling and FEC, and R-D based packet
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scheduling and tabulated FEC, respectively. L is the
number of packets at the gateway, M is the norm of
FEC rate set, and U is the number of iterations of
R-D optimization and it is directly proportional
with L2. From these analytical results, it is seen that
R-D based packet scheduling and FEC techniques
are suitable for real-time applications. We can
conclude from simulation results and analytical
calculations that R-D based techniques provide real-
time efficient video streaming over wireless channels.

6. Conclusions

We have presented R-D optimized and R-D
based packet scheduling and FEC techniques for
wireless video streaming by exploiting; (1) video
characteristics, (2) transmission history, and (3)
characteristics of the wireless channel to enable
effective, low complexity video streaming over a
wireless channel to a wireless client. By taking the
advantage of the unequal sensitivity of video quality
to the loss of different packets while making packet
scheduling and FEC rate selection decisions, the
proposed techniques exhibit superior performance
over existing solutions. The simulation results show
that R-D optimized and R-D based techniques
improve the PSNR quality over dynamic FEC and
ARQ technique by up to 5 and 4 dB, respectively.
The high computational complexity of R-D opti-
mized technique makes it not applicable to real-time
wireless video streaming services, while R-D based
techniques can be used in real-time applications due
to their low computational complexity. Finally, the
novel contributions of this paper can be summar-
ized as in the following.
�
 Formulation of R-D optimized packet schedul-
ing and FEC technique for optimal packet
scheduling and FEC rate selection.

�
 Introduction of R-D based packet scheduling

and FEC and packet scheduling with tabulated
FEC techniques for near optimal and low
complexity packet scheduling and FEC rate
decisions.
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